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was soon supporting about twelve thousand five hundred
actors through the nation at an average "security wage** of
eighty-three dollars monthly, better and steadier pay than
most had ever received before. Enthusiastic Mrs. Flanagan
relished the aesthetically venturesome more than routine
presentations, however lucrative the latter might be. Ex-
periments in dramatic art, not infrequently touched with
boondoggling, thus tended to get the upper hand over con-
siderations of economy, although at its peak the project
grossed about a million dollars yearly in box-office returns.
At first there was no admission price, stress being put upon
performances before CCC camps, schools, hospitals, veterans'
homes and prisons, but later small fees were charged the
general public, comprising an estimated twenty to twenty-
five million people, of whom a majority had never seen a
play before. By means of portable stages on trucks for open-
air performances, marionette shows for children, a traveling
circus and road companies penetrating the Dakota prairies
and rural South, all parts of the country and all classes were
reached.
The Theater's chief technical innovation was the "Living
Newspaper/' a blend of radio-play methods and movie news-
reel, which sought to turn current events into the stuff of
drama and had the advantage of using masses of relatively
mediocre actors. The initial offering, in New York in 1936,
"Triple-A Plowed Under/' depicted the farmer's plight
under a recent Supreme Court decision; then caine "Power/*
showing Everyman's search for cheap utilities and his dis-
covery of the promised land of the TVA; and "One-Third
of a Nation/' high-lighting the slum problem. A nation-
wide hit, "It Can't Happen Here/* dramatizing Sinclair
Lewis's antifascist novel, opened simultaneously in eighteen
cities and drew over a quarter-million spectators in its first
few weeks. Another big success was "Macbeth," adapted to
a Haitian setting by Orson Welles, star of the Manhattan
outfit, who soon left to found his own experimental Mer~

